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Motivated by the Galactic Center gamma-ray excess in the Fermi-LAT data, we study the signa-
tures of a class of tau portal dark matter (DM) models where DM particles preferentially couple to
tau leptons at the LHC. We consider the constraints from the DM direct detection and investigate
the sensitivity of the LHC to di-tau plus missing energy signatures. We find that the LHC with a
high luminosity of 3000 fb−1 can test the tau portal DM models with fermionic mediators in the
mass range of 120 ∼ 450 GeV.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Various astrophysical and cosmological observations
have confirmed that the main component of the matter
in the Universe is non-baryonic dark matter. There is a
class of attractive DM candidates called weakly interact-
ing massive particles with masses of O(1)−O(103) GeV.
Their annihilations in regions with high DM densities
can effectively generate energetic cosmic rays, such as
gamma-rays, neutrinos, and antimatter particles, which
could be captured by DM indirect detection experiments.
Compared with charged particles, gamma-rays are less
affected by the interstellar matter and the Galactic mag-
netic field during their propagation. Thus their energy
spectra and directions as well as their origins can be well
determined. Therefore, gamma-rays could be a very good
probe to reveal the microscopic properties of DM parti-
cles in the Galaxy.
Recently, several groups reported an extended gamma-
ray excess with a high significance peaking at a few GeV
in the Fermi Large Area Telescope data [1–11]. This ex-
cess emission is found in the Galactic Center (GC) and
even a larger region up to 10◦ from the GC after sub-
tracting well-known astrophysical backgrounds. The spa-
tial distribution of the excess is similar to the square of
the Navarro-Frenk-White DM distribution [12]. A study
showed that such an excess is not contributed by emis-
sions from the Fermi bubbles [8]. However, it might arise
from other astrophysical sources, such as a population of
millisecond pulsars [13, 14] or high energy cosmic rays
from the explosion in the GC [15, 16]. Nevertheless,
whether these astrophysical sources can simultaneously
interpret the total flux, energy spectrum, and spatial dis-
tribution of the excess is still debatable [14, 17, 18].
An attractive and economic explanation for the
gamma-ray excess is DM annihilations, if only the DM
distribution is a steep Navarro-Frenk-White profile∼ r−γ
with an inner slope γ ∼ 1.2. DM particles may di-
rectly annihilate into b quarks, light quarks, charged
leptons [1, 2, 4, 8], or some new light particles [19–21],
which further produce photons from their cascade decays
and/or final state radiations. For instance, the gamma-
ray excess can be interpreted by a model with DM par-
ticles annihilating into bb¯ with a mass of 30 − 40 GeV
and a cross section of ∼ 10−26 cm−1 s−1 [7, 8], which can
naturally yield the correct DM relic density.
If DM particles dominantly couple to b quarks at
the tree level, they would generate nuclear recoil sig-
natures via loop effects for DM direct detection exper-
iments, which are very sensitive to O(10) GeV DM par-
ticles [22, 23]. Future underground experiments, such as
XENON and LUX, will test these scenarios. DM annihi-
lations into b quarks in the Galaxy will also produce extra
antiprotons. Considering the PAMELA antiproton mea-
surement with null excess [24], some works have found
stringent constraints on such DM models accounting for
the gamma-ray excess [25, 26]. Nonetheless, it is neces-
sary to point out that these constraints are subject to
unavoidable astrophysical uncertainties from cosmic-ray
propagation and solar modulation models.
As well known, collider searches for dark matter are
complimentary to the direct and indirect detection ex-
periments. At high energy colliders, DM particle pro-
ductions can yield events with a significant large missing
transverse energy (/ET). In order to explain the gamma-
ray excess, models with an appropriate mediator are fa-
vored. It is interesting to notice that the required DM
particle mass and annihilation cross section indicate that
the mediator connecting DM and SM particles should be
aroundO(102) GeV or so, which seems within the search-
ing capability of the LHC. Thus it is hopeful to observe
direct productions of the mediators at the LHC. For re-
cent works on this topic, interested readers can refer the
papers [22, 23, 27–30].
In this work, we focus on a class of simplified tau portal
DM models where DM particles preferentially couples to
tau leptons. The ∼ O(1) TeV leptophilic DM particles
have been extensively studied to interpret the anomalous
high energy cosmic-ray positrons and electrons. Some re-
cent works have investigated the collider phenomenology
of general leptophilic DM models with masses of O(102)
GeV [31–33]. For a pure DM annihilation channel to
τ+τ−, the gamma-ray excess can be explained by the
2DM particle with a mass of ∼ 9 GeV and an annihilation
cross section of ∼ 5× 10−27 cm−1 s−1 [7].
Compared with the O(10) GeV DM candidates dom-
inantly interacting with bb¯ and/or light quarks, the
O(1) GeV leptophilic DM candidates could avoid the
stringent constraints from the direct detection due to the
loop-suppressed couplings to quarks [31, 32, 34, 35] and
the experimental threshold. Meanwhile, when compared
with the leptophilic DM candidates dominantly interact-
ing with e+e− and/or µ+µ−, the tau portal DM can-
didates would circumvent the constraints from the GeV
cosmic-ray e± measurements due to the softer e± spec-
trum from tau decays, which is usually hidden by the
sizable solar modulation effect [36, 37].
According to traditional wisdom, it may pose a chal-
lenge to detect the tau portal DM particles at collid-
ers for their vanishing couplings to the beam particles.
Instead, we investigate the mediator productions in the
tau portal DM models. The expected DM annihilation
cross section to account for the gamma-ray excess require
that the mediators connecting DM particles to taus are
moderate heavy, saying several hundred GeV or lighter.
These mediators are tau partners carrying the same elec-
tric and hyper charges and can be directly pair-produced
via the Drell-Yan process. The final states of the signals
could be τ+τ− plus a large missing transverse energy /ET.
Therefore it is well motivated to study the sensitivity to
the signatures of these models at the LHC.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
introduce the simplified models containing DM particles
and mediators. In Sec. III, we study the DM-nucleon
scattering and derive the limits from the direct detection.
In Sec. IV, we investigate the phenomenology of these
tau portal models at the LHC. The sensitivity to these
models is obtained with
√
s = 14 TeV and integrated
luminosities of 300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1. Sec. V gives our
conclusions and discussions.
II. TAU PORTAL DARK MATTER MODELS
In this section, we briefly describe a class of simplified
models in which only the tau lepton communicates with
the dark sector. The dark sector contains two particles,
which are both required to be odd in a Z2 symmetry.
Under such a symmetry, the tau lepton is assigned to
be even. Consequently, the lighter particle in the dark
sector, denoted as χ, will be stable and become a DM
candidate. The heavier particle is a mediator connecting
the DM particle to the tau lepton.
Here we consider a few models in two cases: the case
that the DM particle is a fermion with a spin 1/2 and the
case that it is a scalar with a spin 0. In all these models,
a pair of DM particles can annihilate into τ+τ− via the
t-channel exchange of the mediator. For simplicity, we
neglect those models involving DM particles with higher
spins.
For the fermionic DM particle case, we consider two
models, the Dirac and Majorana fermionic dark matter
(DFDM and MFDM), respectively. In these models, the
mediator is assumed to be a scalar φ and the dark sector
interacts with the right-handed tau via a renormalizable
Yukawa-type interaction
Lφ = λφτ¯RχL + h.c. . (1)
As χ is a singlet, φ should carry a hyper charge −1 and
hence an electric charge −1, and a tau lepton number
+1. Thus φ interacts with photons and Z bosons. In
supersymmetric models, this mediator φ corresponds to
the right-handed stau.
For the scalar DM particle case, we consider other two
models, namely the complex and real scalar dark mat-
ter (CSDM and RSDM), respectively. The mediator is
assumed to be a fermion ψ and the renormalizable inter-
action between the dark sector and the right-handed tau
is assumed to be
Lψ = κχτ¯RψL + h.c. . (2)
Here the mediator ψ carries a hyper charge−1, an electric
charge −1, and a tau lepton number +1.
For the sake of simplicity, we will not assume the left-
handed tau as a portal particle. Constructing a model
with mediators in SU(2)L doublets will have to intro-
duce more degrees of freedom and make the current study
more complicated. Interested readers can see Ref. [38] for
the phenomenology of the neutralino DM with a mass of
∼ 10 GeV and light staus. In addition, we will not as-
sume that there are other light mediators connecting the
DM to the electron or the muon. If such particles exist
in a low energy scale, they would lead to contributions
to the electron or muon magnetic dipole moments and
lepton flavor violation decays. Studies on this topic can
be found in Refs. [31, 32, 35, 39].
In the following study, we adopt the DM particle mass
and the annihilation cross section to τ+τ− as
mχ = 9.43 (
+0.63
−0.52 stat.) (±1.2 sys.) GeV, (3)
〈σannv〉 = (0.51± 0.24)× 10−26 cm3 s−1, (4)
which can fit the GC gamma-ray excess [7]. In the low-
velocity limit, the thermally averaged annihilation cross
sections for χχ → τ+τ− in the tau portal models are
given as follows:
DFDM:
1
2
〈σannv〉 =
λ4m2χβτ
64π(m2φ +m
2
χ −m2τ )2
≃ 5× 10−27 cm3 s−1
(
λ
mφ/179 GeV
)4
, (5)
MFDM: 〈σannv〉 = λ
4m2τβτ
32π(m2φ +m
2
χ −m2τ )2
≃ 5× 10−27 cm3 s−1
(
λ
mφ/93 GeV
)4
, (6)
CSDM:
1
2
〈σannv〉 = κ
4m2τβ
3
τ
32π(m2ψ +m
2
χ −m2τ )2
3≃ 5× 10−27 cm3 s−1
(
κ
mψ/93 GeV
)4
, (7)
RSDM: 〈σannv〉 = κ
4m2τβ
3
τ
4π(m2ψ +m
2
χ −m2τ )2
≃ 5× 10−27 cm3 s−1
(
κ
mψ/156 GeV
)4
, (8)
where βτ ≡
√
1−m2τ/m2χ, and the approximations are
obtained under the condition mτ ≪ mχ ≪ mφ,mψ.
For non-self-conjugate dark matter, the factors of 1/2
in Eqs. (5) and (7) are introduced to compensate the dif-
ference from self-conjugate dark matter, so that these
quantities can be directly connected to Eq. (4). For
the MFDM, CSDM, and RSDM, the s-wave annihila-
tion cross sections are proportional to m2τ . As we can
see from the approximations, to achieve the fixed cross
section under the assumption of perturbation, the medi-
ators are required to be light, saying O(102) GeV or so.
Obviously, such light mediators are hopefully accessible
in collider searches. The parameter spaces in the models
consistent with the annihilation cross section (4) within
1σ uncertainty are denoted by green bands in Fig. 5.
III. DIRECT DETECTION OF TAU PORTAL
DARK MATTER MODELS
In these models, although DM particles do not directly
couple to quarks and gluons, they can couple to nuclei
through loop-induced electromagnetic form factors. This
may lead to direct detection signals. In the DFDM,
MFDM, and CSDM models, DM particles scatter off nu-
clei via exchanging a photon at 1-loop level, as shown
in Fig. 1. But, for the MFDM, the leading interaction
corresponds to an anapole moment operator, which leads
to a cross section inaccessible in current direct detection
experiments [31]. Additionally, the leading interaction
between the RSDM and nuclei arises from 2-loop dia-
grams via exchanging two photons, and make it more
difficult for direct searches [32].
Despite these difficulties, limits from recent spin-
independent direct detection experiments, such as
LUX [40], may put some constraints on the DFDM and
CSDM models. Below we address these constraints.
For the DFDM, the averaged DM-nucleon spin-
independent scattering cross section can be approxi-
mately expressed as [31, 41]
σχN =
Z2e2B2µ2χN
πA2
, (9)
where µχN ≡ mχmN/(mχ +mN) is the DM-nucleon re-
duced mass, and A (Z) is the mass (atomic) number of
the nucleus, and
B ≃ − λ
2e
64π2m2φ
[
1
2
+
2
3
ln
(
m2τ
m2φ
)]
(10)
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FIG. 1. 1-loop contributions for the fermionic DM scattering
off nucleus. For the complex scalar DM, the diagrams are
similar after substituting the φ propagator with the ψ prop-
agator.
is the form factor matched to the DM-photon effective
operator [χ¯γµ(1− γ5)∂νχ+ h.c.]Fµν .
For the CSDM, the averaged DM-nucleon spin-
independent scattering cross section is given by [31]
σχN =
Z2e2C2µ2χN
8πA2
, (11)
where
C ≃ − κ
2e
16π2m2ψ
[
1 +
2
3
ln
(
m2τ
m2ψ
)]
(12)
is the form factor matched to the DM-photon effective
operator (∂µχ)(∂νχ∗)Fµν .
Formχ = 9.43 GeV, the LUX experiment has excluded
σχN & 2 × 1044 cm2 at 90% C.L. [40]. We use this
bound to constrain the parameter spaces of the DFDM
and CSDM models, as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(c). For
the CSDM, the region consistent with the GC gamma-ray
excess has been already excluded. For the DFDM, the
LUX search has also excluded a piece of the green band
for mφ & 200 GeV, and the remaining could be easily
covered by a near future search with larger exposure.
It should be noticed that current direct searches cannot
constrain the MFDM and RSDM models.
IV. COLLIDER SEARCHES
At e+e− colliders, the φφ∗ production signatures for
the DFDM and MFDM are essentially identical to the
signature of right-handed stau pair production in su-
persymmetric models. Therefore, the bound on the
right-handed stau from the LEP searches up to
√
s =
208 GeV [49] can be applied to our cases. This has ex-
cluded mφ . 84 GeV. As the ψψ¯ production rate in
e+e− collisions are higher than the φφ∗ production rate
by an order of magnitude, we expect the LEP searches
could exclude mψ . 100 GeV for the CSDM and RSDM.
We display these bounds in Fig. 5.
As the mediators φ and ψ carry hyper and electric
charges, they can also be produced in pairs at the LHC
via Drell-Yan processes, i.e., exchanging an s-channel
4γ/Z. Therefore, it is interesting to explore whether cur-
rent and future LHC runs can directly discover these me-
diators or not. The pair production cross sections for
pp → φφ∗/ψψ¯ + jets with collision energies of 8 TeV
and 14 TeV are shown in Fig. 2. It is observed that for
mφ = mψ, the cross sections of ψψ¯ are roughly an order
of magnitude larger than that of the φφ∗ due to the rea-
son that there are more helicity states for ψ and the φφ∗
production suffers a kinematic suppression in the angular
distribution.
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FIG. 2. Production cross sections for pp→ φφ∗/ψψ¯ + jets at
the 8 TeV and 14 TeV LHC are shown.
Once produced, a mediator φ or ψ is assumed to be
100% decay into a tau and a DM particle. Taus can
leptonically decay into eνeντ and µνµντ with branching
ratios of 17.9% and 17.4%, respectively, and hadronically
decay into the remaining modes with a branching ratio of
64.7%. The jets induced by hadronically decaying taus
can be identified by the τ -tagging technique at the LHC.
Meanwhile, DM particles as well as neutrinos from tau
decays will give rise to a missing transverse energy. Con-
sequently, searches for the produced mediators can be
classified into three channels: 2τh + /ET, τℓτh + /ET, and
2τℓ + /ET, where τh (τℓ) denotes a hadronically (leptoni-
cally) decaying tau.
We generate background and signal simulation samples
using MadGraph 5 [42], to which the tau portal DM mod-
els is added through FeynRules 2 [43]. PYTHIA 6 [44]
is utilized to deal with parton shower and hadroniza-
tion processes, as well as decay processes except for tau
decays, which is particularly performed by TAUOLA [45].
The MLM matching scheme [46, 47] is adopted to avoid
the double counting issue. We use Delphes 3 [48] to
carry out a parametrized fast detector simulation. For
the detector simulation at the 14 TeV LHC, we adopt a
set of parameters corresponding to the ATLAS detector.
At the LHC, the mediator productions are analogous
to some electroweak productions of supersymmetric par-
ticles, for instance, χ˜+1 χ˜
−
1 , τ˜
+τ˜−, and ℓ˜+ℓ˜− productions,
which also have similar final states. Such processes
have been explored by recent experimental analyses, e.g.
Refs. [50–52], using the 8 TeV LHC data with an inte-
grated luminosity of ∼ 20 fb−1. Based on our simula-
tion, we have reinterpreted these experimental results,
and have found that they have yielded no meaningful
constraints on the tau portal DM models.
Below, we discuss searches for the mediators at the
14 TeV LHC. The 2τh + /ET searching channel signif-
icantly relies on the τ -tagging technique. According
to the recent performance of the ATLAS detector at
8 TeV [53], two independent methods, boosted decision
trees and projective likelihood, give similar efficiencies for
the discrimination of hadronically decaying taus. For the
medium (tight) τ -tagging, the identification efficiency is
roughly 60% (40%), while the faking rate of QCD jets is
about 5% (2%). Although the medium τ -tagging iden-
tifies more genuine taus, its sizable faking rate would
make it difficult to control the enormous backgrounds
with QCD jets. For this reason, we assume an identifi-
cation efficiency of 40% and a faking rate of 2% in the
simulation for the 14 TeV LHC.
For searching the signals of a pair of massive particles
which both decay into a visible object and an invisible ob-
ject, the “stransverse” mass mT2 [54–56] has been found
to be a useful variable to discriminate signals from back-
grounds. The observable mT2 is defined as
mT2 = min
p
1
T
+p2
T
=/p
T
{
max
[
mT(p
a
T,p
1
T),mT(p
b
T,p
2
T)
]}
,
(13)
where paT and p
b
T are the transverse momenta of the
two visible objects, which are reconstructed taus or
light leptons in our cases. p1T and p
2
T correspond to
a partition of the missing transverse momentum /p
T
.
The transverse mass mT is defined by mT(pT,qT) =√
2(pTqT − pT · qT). mT2 is the minimization of the
larger mT over all possible partitions. The mT2 distribu-
tion has an upper endpoint related to the masses of the
semi-visible decaying particle and the invisible particle.
For a large mass difference between the mediator and the
DM particle, the mT2 distribution of signals may extend
significantly beyond those of backgrounds.
A. The 2τh + /ET Mode
In the 2τh + /ET channel, SM processes with taus and
neutrinos in final states will be main backgrounds, includ-
ing diboson (WW/WZ/ZZ + jets), top pair (tt¯ + jets),
and W + jets. For the W + jets background, there is a
jet mis-tagged as a τh.
In order to efficiently suppress backgrounds, we de-
mand the following selection cuts.
• Basic cuts: select the events with /ET > 100 GeV
and containing two opposite-sign hadronically de-
caying taus with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5; veto
the events containing any electron (pT > 10 GeV
and |η| < 2.47) or muon (pT > 10 GeV and
|η| < 2.4).
5• Jet veto: veto the events containing any other cen-
tral jet (pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5) or forward jet
(pT > 40 GeV and 2.5 ≤ |η| < 4.5).
• mT2 cut: select the events with mT2 > 90 GeV.
Tab. I lists the visible cross sections of backgrounds
and signals after each cut. The visible cross section is
defined as the production cross section times cut accep-
tance and efficiency. The benchmark points of signals are
chosen as mφ = 225 (250) GeV for the DFDM (MFDM)
and mψ = 300 (200) GeV for the CSDM (RSDM). We
define the signal significance by S = S/√B + S, where
S (B) is the number of signal (total background) events.
In order to exhibit the cut efficiency, we also list the val-
ues of S for the benchmark points with an integrated
luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
After imposing the basic cuts, the top pair andW+jets
backgrounds are dominant. The jet veto is particularly
powerful for suppressing the top pair background, where
two b quarks from top decays usually give rise to two jets.
The mT2 distributions of the two tagged taus for back-
grounds and signals are demonstrated in Fig. 3(a). The
distribution for the W + jets background drops quickly
as mT2 increases, and the mT2 cut can kill 80% of this
background. Due to fake taus and the imperfect energy
measurement caused by τ -decay neutrinos, however, the
mT2 distributions for the signals seem not quite separate
from those for the diboson and top pair backgrounds. A
higher threshold of the mT2 cut is not applied, otherwise
too much signal events will be lost.
B. The τℓτh + /ET Mode
In the τℓτh+ /ET channel, main backgrounds are similar
to those in the 2τh + /ET channel. We use the following
selection cuts.
• Basic cuts: select the events with /ET > 100 GeV
and containing one hadronically decaying tau
(pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5) and one light lepton
(one electron with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.47, or
one muon with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.4). We
further require that the signs of the reconstructed
tau and the light lepton are opposite.
• Jet veto: veto the events containing any other cen-
tral jet (pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5) or forward jet
(pT > 40 GeV and 2.5 ≤ |η| < 4.5).
• mT2 cut: select the events with mT2 > 90 GeV.
The visible cross sections of backgrounds and signals as
well as the signal significances for the benchmark points
in this channel are also presented in Tab. I. After the
basic cuts and jet veto, the W + jets background is dom-
inant. We use the light lepton and the reconstructed τh
to construct the mT2 variable, whose distributions are
shown in Fig. 3(b). The mT2 distribution for W + jets
essentially ends at around the W mass. It is observed
that the mT2 variable works as efficiently as the ordinary
mT variable, which is constructed by /ET and the lepton
pT and also give an end point for this background. After
the mT2 cut, the W + jets background is suppressed by
two orders of magnitude and is less dominant compared
with the top pair background.
C. The 2τℓ + /ET Mode
In the 2τℓ + /ET channel, main backgrounds are di-
boson and top pair production. The following selection
cuts are adopted.
• Basic cuts: select the events with /ET > 60 GeV
and containing two opposite-sign light leptons
(electrons with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.47,
muons with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.4); veto
the events containing any hadronically decaying tau
with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
• Jet veto: veto the events containing any central
jet (pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5), or forward jet
(pT > 40 GeV and 2.5 ≤ |η| < 4.5).
• Z veto: if the two light leptons have the same fla-
vor, their invariant mass must satisfy |mℓℓ−mZ| >
10 GeV.
• mT2 cut: select the events with mT2 > 100 GeV.
Tab. I also demonstrates the visible cross sections and
signal significances in this channel. Although the branch-
ing fraction of the 2τℓ+ /ET channel is small, a little more
signal events remain after the basic cuts compared with
the 2τh + /ET channel. The top pair background is again
significantly suppressed by the jet veto. In the invariant
mass distribution of two opposite-sign same-flavor light
leptons, the diboson background has a peak at the Z
mass pole, which will be removed by the Z veto. Fig. 3(c)
shows themT2 distributions of the two light leptons. The
mT2 distributions for the backgrounds exhibit clear end-
points at around the W mass, while the distributions for
the signals extend to higher values. As a result, the mT2
cut is extremely powerful to suppress the backgrounds.
The visible cross sections after applying all the cuts as
functions of mφ or mψ are shown in Fig. 4 for the tau
portal DM models. Due to the same production cross sec-
tions and event distributions, the results for the MFDM
and RSDM are basically identical to those for the DFDM
and CSDM, respectively. The slight discrepancies at low
masses are caused by the fluctuations of simulation sam-
ples. We also show the expected 95% C.L. exclusion lim-
its at the 14 TeV LHC with integrated luminosities of
300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1. It is observed that a date set
of 300 fb−1 seems not sufficient to explore these models.
In contrast, the high luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) with an
integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 is capable to explore
the CSDM and RSDM models. The sensitivities of the
6TABLE I. Visible cross sections σ (in fb) and signal significances S after each cut in the 2τh + /ET, τℓτh + /ET, and 2τℓ + /ET
channels at the 14 TeV LHC are presented. The signal significances are calculated assuming an integrated luminosity of
3000 fb−1.
2τh + /ET channel
Diboson Top pair W + jets DFDM MFDM CSDM RSDM
σ σ σ σ S σ S σ S σ S
Basic cuts 10.3 171 182 0.0853 0.24 0.0658 0.19 0.410 1.2 0.945 2.7
Jet veto 1.22 3.97 46.3 0.0453 0.35 0.0349 0.27 0.220 1.7 0.499 3.8
mT2 cut 0.591 1.68 9.06 0.0261 0.42 0.0214 0.35 0.167 2.7 0.336 5.4
τℓτh + /ET channel
Diboson Top pair W + jets DFDM MFDM CSDM RSDM
σ σ σ σ S σ S σ S σ S
Basic cuts 84.3 1190 1310 0.163 0.18 0.130 0.14 0.796 0.86 1.65 1.8
Jet veto 10.6 31.0 361 0.0835 0.23 0.0674 0.18 0.424 1.2 0.811 2.2
mT2 cut 3.19 10.3 2.50 0.0319 0.44 0.0293 0.40 0.263 3.6 0.372 5.0
2τℓ + /ET channel
Diboson Top pair DFDM MFDM CSDM RSDM
σ σ σ S σ S σ S σ S
Basic cuts 918 5660 0.115 0.078 0.0884 0.060 0.526 0.36 1.29 0.87
Jet veto 354 204 0.0629 0.15 0.0483 0.11 0.291 0.67 0.698 1.6
Z veto 281 190 0.0598 0.15 0.0462 0.12 0.275 0.69 0.655 1.7
mT2 cut 0.500 0.388 0.00593 0.34 0.00649 0.38 0.0681 3.8 0.0549 3.1
three searching channels are similar but not identical.
The 2τℓ + /ET channel can cover a wider mediator mass
range, while the 2τh+ /ET channel can achieve higher sig-
nificances at its sensitive mediator masses. The τℓτh+ /ET
channel seems to give an average sensitivity between the
other two channels. On the other hand, the DFDM and
MFDM models, due to the much lower production rates,
can hardly be constrained even at the HL-LHC.
In Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), we demonstrate the sensitive
parameter regions for the CSDM and RSDM models by
combining all the three searching channels at the HL-
LHC with an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. The
expected 95% C.L. exclusion (5σ discovery) regions can
cover the range 120 GeV . mψ . 450 GeV (160 GeV .
mψ . 210 GeV).
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work, we consider a class of tau portal dark
matter simplified models to explain the Galactic Center
gamma-ray excess and study current constraints from the
direct detection and future prospects of LHC searches.
The LUX experiment has ruled out the region favored
by the gamma-ray excess in the CSDM model, and has
also constrained the DFDM model formφ & 200 GeV. In
order to further test these models at the LHC, we propose
three searching channels for τ+τ−+ /ET signatures, which
are challenging due to the small rates of electroweak pro-
ductions. The mT2 variable is utilized to suppress back-
grounds. Based on the cut-based method, we expect that
the HL-LHC searches can explore the RSDM model up
to mψ ∼ 450 GeV. Except for the limit mφ & 84 GeV
set by the LEP searches, the MFDM model is unlikely
to be tested by direct detection experiments and LHC
searches, making it a task for future high energy e+e−
colliders, such as TLEP, CEPC, and ILC.
The sensitivity at the 14 TeV LHC we estimate is based
on a simplified simulation, which captures the main fea-
tures but ignores some subtle issues. For instance, some
minor backgrounds are not considered, and the identifica-
tion efficiency and faking rate of the τ -tagging technique
are assumed to be flat. Moreover, systematic uncertain-
ties are not included when estimating the significance. In
spite of these simplifications, the study should be consid-
ered as a first order approximation and can be a useful
guide for the real experimental searches. In addition, it
is worth mentioning that a better performance of the τ -
tagging technique, which may be achieved at the 14 TeV
LHC, could undoubtedly improve the sensitivities of the
2τh + /ET and τℓτh + /ET channels.
In the future, high energy e+e− colliders, such as
CEPC, TLEP and ILC, are powerful to search for the
charged mediators in these tau portal DM models. Back-
grounds at e+e− colliders can be well handled. Once the
mediators are pair-produced, the signature of τ+τ− + /E
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FIG. 3. Normalized mT2 distributions for backgrounds and signals in the 2τh+ /ET (a), τℓτh+ /ET (b), and 2τℓ+ /ET (c) channels
at the 14 TeV LHC are demonstrated. The dot-dashed vertical lines denote the locations of the mT2 cuts.
would be reconstructed quite precisely. Therefore, the
sensitivity of e+e− colliders to the mediators dominantly
depends on the collision energy. For instance, it is pos-
sible to test or exclude the masses of these mediators up
to ∼ 500 GeV at the ILC with √s = 1 TeV.
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